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Job Description 
 
Job title: Head of Delivery  

Reports to: Chief Operating Officer 

Department: Global Operations 

Date: July 2021 

 
 
 
Job Purpose 

To work with the Chief Operating Officer to plan, monitor and track the implementation of targeted 
operating models within the portfolio of operational projects. Implement the organisation’s portfolio for 
customer change, leading on continuous improvement programmes with a solutions driven outlook, 
problem solving and analysing any impediments along the way, enabling agreed outcomes to be met on 
target.  
 
To make an impact as a project lead, transforming initiatives through performance data and analytics. 
Communicate effective core messages to internal stakeholders, while ensuring the organisation is well-
connected by collaborating with all internal teams where you will be bridging all aspects of the business 
change delivery programmes.  
 
Create an environment for change to thrive by reviewing skills and ways of working, you will mentor 
your project team and coach a customer-centric culture across the organisation. 
 
The Head of Delivery reports to and works closely with the Chief Operating Officer, whose portfolio 
includes, implementation of ABRSM’s customer focused strategic plan alongside leadership for growth 
in candidate bookings and global market share.  
 
Person Specification  

An excellent all-round programme management lead with highly developed interpersonal and 
organisational skills. You will be adept at maintaining all programme documentation and collateral to a 
consistently high standard in readiness for authorised parties to deploy at pace. You will have the ability 
to prioritise work to aid the flow of change programmes and follow-through to implementation. You are 
able to bring a high level of leadership across departments to drive business change projects and support 
teams with knowledge, inspiration and skills. You have the ability to make decisions and problem-solve 
swiftly, effectively, and independently. 
 

Job Context and Scope 

Takes ownership of the position and understands that it is as much about taking responsibility, finding 
solutions and building ABRSM’s future as it is delivering change solutions. Has the energy and passion to 
play a part in leading the organisation forward by implementing agreed business change plans and 
leading on new digital ideas and opportunities in the deployment of these plans. Is empowered to bring 
ideas into the business and take these ideas and plans to fruition, both independently and in 
collaboration with the wider Senior Management Team.  
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Organisation 

This role will be accountable and report directly to the Chief Operating Officer. 
 
Principal Duties and Responsibilities 

This role will: 
 

• Own the organisation’s portfolio of change, and manage key programmes and transformational 
initiatives 

• Ensure the vision for the programme(s) of work is set and agreed, in particular the desired 
outcome(s) 

• Ensure that customer and user needs are identified early in the programme lifecycle, and are 
placed centrally to the programme and its outcomes 

• Establish critical success factors for the programme(s), in addition to the traditional time, 
budget and scope, and ensure workstreams have plans aligned to achieving these 

• Provide oversight of all key ABRSM delivery and change programmes, leading major 
programme(s) of work on a day to day basis. 

• Develop business cases for key programmes of work including collaborating with Finance 
colleagues to set and manage the programme(s) budgets 

• Ensure appropriate programme governance, change management, communication and 
engagement activities are in place and aligned to delivering the key programme outcomes and 
success measures across the organisation 

• Oversee and ensure appropriate programme resource allocation, internally within ABRSM and 
working with partner organisations 

• Be accountable for ensuring programme(s) deliver key committed benefits, including planned 
efficiencies and other commitments made in supporting business cases, but also key functional 
deliverables whilst ensuring they are operationally and commercially sustainable 

• Work in partnership with key internal stakeholders to create an environment for change (skills, 
culture, ways of working across partner organisations, organisation structures and commercial 
relationships) 

• Ensure all programme documentation and collateral is maintained to a consistent high standard 
and readily accessible to authorised parties utilising the PMO where available 

• Manage the relationship with all third-party partners involved in our delivery, ensuring they 
meet the agreed deliverables at the agreed cost and within the agreed timescale. Work 
collaboratively with them to manage risks and changes effectively 

• Support, challenge and hold all areas of the programmes of work to account so that risks and 
complex issues are resolved ensuring all programmes of work are delivered to plan 

• Direct the programmes of work to ensure decisions made are in alignment with stated 
objectives and agreed deadlines, escalating where required. Ensure that decision making within 
the programme is appropriate and wider groups and stakeholders are consulted and informed 

• Lead the Design Authority and Steering Board meetings, advising senior colleagues on 
programme delivery, change management and technical areas of the programme and be a 
guiding and authoritative voice on key decisions 

• Maintain accurate and effective communication with the Senior Management Team, to include 
the provision of reports and presentations to inform decision-making and ensuring they are 
regularly appraised of planned changes and developments.  

• Prioritise and define future phases of ABRSM’s change journey and lead on any related 
procurement and contracting activities 

• Ensure that delivered solutions and products are sustainable over the required duration and/or 
long-term from a commercial and operational perspective 
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• Ensure the effective integration of services to maximise efficiency whilst not disrupting delivery 
of core services to customers and key stakeholders 

• Act as a role model for ABRSM values (passion, excellence, openness, boldness and respect) 
whilst enabling all employees to have clarity of vision, responsibilities and expectations in 
relation to the programmes of work 

• Motivate and empower the project teams to create a positive and creative culture for them to 
perform, be successful and learn 

• Model appropriate knowledge sharing and ensure that ABRSM staff derive maximum benefit 
from effective training and knowledge transfer from third party partners 

• Manage and coach direct reports in line with ABRSM policies, encouraging programme team 
members to set challenging objectives and work with and learn from one another 

• Develop and nurture a culture and organisation capability around continuous improvement. 
 
Nature and Purpose of Internal and External Contacts 

Internal 

• Works closely with the Chief Operating Officer 

• Leads the systems and change management programmes portfolio 

• Works closely with Finance, IT and Digital Products, Marketing, HR, and Chief Examiners 
colleagues 

• Brings expertise in change programme management, advising and guiding the Senior 
Management Team when required 

• Collaborates with colleagues across the business in future proofing the organisation through 
their leadership of all change programmes 

• Shares a strong, authentic voice for communicating change across the organisation. 

 

External 

Represents the organisation internally with systems and change management programmes and builds 
relationships with partner organisations as and when required, including the various agencies that 
undertake core activity such as system development. 
 

Knowledge and Skills Required 

Please see Person Specification.  
This role requires high levels of personal motivation and resilience. 
 
Remit of Role 

Makes independent decisions on: 

• Leadership and management of the change delivery team 

• Allocation of spend within the approved budget to meet desired outcomes from the strategic 
and operational plans 

 
Decisions Referred to Line Manager 

 

• Procurement of any external services with a significant cost 
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• Proposals to changes of agreed budget, including either increased spend or significant change to 
spending patterns in realization of the change programmes 

• Creation of any new roles or proposed changes to headcount. 
 

Nature and Range of Impact 

The job holder has an important part to play within ABRSM, by providing essential change direction and 
expertise to the entire organization in the area of customer centric change programmes. Within the 
department, the job holder provides overall direction and leadership as new programmes and services 
are developed and launched, and existing ones are managed and nurtured. Within and outside the 
team, experienced specialists will look to the job holder for leadership and direction especially in 
relation to change deliverables. 
 
Allocation, Review and Approval of Work 

• The post-holder’s overall goals and outcomes are established and reviewed in dialogue with the 
Chief Operating Officer, with scope and trust for them to determine the details 

• The post-holder may additionally be asked to play a part in cross-organisational projects, 
discussions and activities as a fully-engaged team member, as requested by the Chief Operating 
Officer. 
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Person Specification – Head of Delivery 
 

Qualifications, knowledge and skills required for this role 

 

Essential Desirable  

Demonstrable experience of successfully managing the delivery of large-scale 
technology and digital projects using both Agile and traditional methodologies 
 

 
 

Organisational transformation experience, including process, people and 

organisational design and digital modernisation 
 

 

Experience of programme management in a digital transformation or an existing 

‘digital-first’ organisation 
 

 

Customer-focused and places the customer(s) of an organisation and service at 

the heart of programmes and transformation activities 
 

 
 

Experience of establishing and adhering to robust programme governance and 

technical quality standards 

 
 

 

Excellent commercial judgement, negotiation and partner management skills   
Experience of taking a user and customer-centric approach to establishing the 

vision, outcomes and requirements of significant programmes of work 
 

 

Substantial experience in managing and leading teams   
Excellent presentation and communication skills, across broad range of 

stakeholders in terms of job role and seniority within an organisation 
 

 

Experience of delivering data, reporting and analytic solutions as an integral part 

of project delivery, ensuring it aligns and fits to the organisations data, reporting 

and analytical strategy 

 
 

Ability to take balanced, reasoned decisions under pressure taking account of 

the needs of the programme, commercial factors, ABRSM’s wider interests, 

partner(s) and the programme team(s) 

 
 

Strong commercial awareness and understanding of programme dynamics and 

lifecycle, particularly in matrix and multi-supplier environments 
 

 

Excellent communication, interpersonal and negotiation skills; shares 

information freely but appropriately 
 

 

A positive and resilient approach to overcoming challenges and obstacles, 

particularly when under pressure 
 

 

Experience of user research, analytics and design disciplines, and applying them 

to deliver positive delivery outcomes 
 

 

Experience in facilitation, running workshops and helping other areas of an 

organisation re-imagine, develop strategic plans, visions and adopt continuous 

improvement methodologies 

 
 
 

 
Competencies required in this role (Band F) 
 

Analysis and 
decision making 
 

▪ Identifies the analysis/research needed to investigate a problem or opportunity. 
▪ Makes timely considered decisions, recognising when analysis is sufficient. 
▪ Takes account of the future impact of decisions and manages risks. 
▪ Involves relevant stakeholders in analysis and decision making. 
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▪ Provides a technical/professional perspective on business problems. 
▪ Shows commitment to corporate decisions. 
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Continuous 
improvement 
 

▪ Keeps abreast of new developments and best practice. 
▪ Improves team/business performance by introducing new methods and approaches.  
▪ Shows creativity and innovation in developing new approaches or business ideas. 
▪ Helps resolve problems by encouraging creative thinking about possible solutions. 
▪ Makes overall expectations and quality standards clear. 
 

Planning 
delivery 
 

▪ Involves relevant others in planning, creating an integrated approach. 
▪ Agrees meaningful objectives, reviewing as appropriate. 
▪ Resolves conflicting priorities in line with overall objectives. 
▪ Keeps track of progress across multiple projects/activities. 
▪ Re-plans or reallocates resources when circumstances change. 
▪ Monitors use of resources /budgets to optimise efficiency and effectiveness 
▪ Forecasts resource/budget requirements realistically. 

Building 
relationships 
 
 

▪ Adapts communication (content/style) according to the needs and interests of the 
audience. 

▪ Encourages others to engage in discussion and contribute ideas. 
▪ Invites and considers different viewpoints, showing willingness to adapt. 
▪ When challenged, remains clear, professional and fair 
▪ Recognises the impact of his/her behaviour on others and adapts accordingly. 
▪ Relationships show mutual respect 

Managing self 
and others 
 

▪ Builds a cooperative and supportive relationship within and across teams 
▪ Asks for feedback on the team and/or own performance, acting to address any issues 

identified. 
▪ Provides timely and constructive feedback. 
▪ Praises individuals and the team for their achievements. 
▪ Addresses performance problems promptly and fairly.  
▪ Helps staff develop new skills and broaden experience. 
 

Knowledge and 
expertise 

▪ Displays a breadth or depth of expertise in own specialism. 
▪ Provides guidance on complex professional/specialist issues. 
▪ Keeps up to date with professional thinking in own area. 
▪ Shares own professional know-how with others. 

 
 
Additional Requirements for this role: 

 
Willingness to work out of office hours including occasional weekends and Bank Holidays 
 
Commitment to diversity and equality of opportunity in all working practices 
 


